
Summary 

 

In this second chapter of the book written by D. Soyini Madison:Critical 

Ethnography: Method, Ethics, and Performance the reader gains useful information 

about the way he/she should prepare or conduct he’s /she’s research in the field. 

D.Madison provide us with a useful toolbox not only for qualitative research but for 

everyday life too.  
 

Firstly,  D. Soyini Madison presents the discourse between Method and Theory and 

states that although are different sometimes the boarders between them are vague 

(page 20).After the author actuates the future researcher to question everything(page 

21) , motivates him/her to be  inspired and critical to other studies (page 22).Also 

states that the interviewer and the interviewee are partners(page 28) and begins her 

extensive analysis by quoting the first 2 modules of formulating questions in the field 

by Patton and Spradley. Secondly,she highlights the importance of oral history and 

suggests that it is not an actual report or objective evidence. Contrariwise it represents 

how a particular time, moment or history is being remembered through a subjective 

perspective. Thence emerges the importance of the narrator story and it’s act of 

describing, attributes which the researcher should examine closely (page 36).On 

account of this four entries of the narrative research(Kristin M.Langellier and 

Patterson) had been queued by D Madison to further explain her suggestion to the  

reader. According to the author it is important for the researcher to understand “how 

memory lives in oral history and how is been created” (page 38).Therefore the 

interviewer has to have some specific attributes (such as the art of listening) in order 

to create a rapport between the interviewee and him/herself(page 39).Futhermore she 

adds that the researcher should always be aware of the classic threats that may 

intervene to his/her work. That’s why the researcher is not obligated to pre-determine 

his/hers question (page 43).By the moment he/she starts to collect the data he/she has 

to  begin the coding and logging of the data (Glesne 1999).At the end the author 

suggest that the most suitable way is to categorize groups in a form that also provide a 

a statement, thence the topping would more precise (page 44) . 

 In this chapter we observe the way D.Madison tries to introduce the reader to the 

Ethnographic research.She guides us through different chapters and aspects of the 

research as-I would argue- a good teacher.She explains simply the different steps of 

the research,tries to deconstruct abstract ideas such as theory and method and 



provides us with  ethical guidelines.I would suggest that this chapter of the  book if it 

could be read separately and differently ,it would be not just an introduction to the 

ethnographic research but also an introduction to D.Madison’s ideals about the future 

ethnographer.I believe that the way she explains and tries to motivate the reader  

through this chapter gives us a good impression of her dedication to her discipline ,the 

scientific community and the future generations that want or even consider to engage 

to the social domain and do research.Thus this chapter is not just an explanatory 

procedure but a manifesto for the ethnographic research.    
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